
Rules of the 3 Phases 
 

PHASE  1  [duration :  4 min] 

Screen 1 :  

- plays all clips with a duration of 3 seconds (in random order) 

- when it finishes playing each clip once, it will create a new random order and play again 

Screen 2 :  

- plays all clips with a duration of 5 seconds (in random order) 

- when it finishes playing each clip once, it will create a new random order and play again 

Screen 3 :  

- plays all clips with a duration of 2 seconds (in random order) 

- when it finishes playing each clip once, it will create a new random order and play again 

 

 

PHASE  2  [duration :  4 min] 

Screen 1 :  

- play 45 seconds random choices out of Clips with punctuation = “Door” & shotsize = 0 

(“MS”), then play clip nr. 10 (only clip tagged “CloseUp”), repeat with new random choice 

Screen 2 :  

- play 46 seconds random choices out of Clips with punctuation = “Window” , then play clip nr. 

10 (only clip tagged “CloseUp”) – repeat with new random choice 

Screen 3 :  

- play 47 seconds random choices out of Clips with punctuation = “Door” & shotsize = 1 OR 2 

( “MCU” or “FS”), then play clip nr. 10 (only clip tagged “CloseUp”) - repeat with new 

random choice 

 

 



PHASE  3  [duration :  16 min] 

Phase 3 has 3 time slots of playing independently random clips on each screen and then. The 3 slots are 

separated by each time one clip chosen from a certain clip pool, which is played simultaneously on all 3 

screens. 

The duration of the random clip slots is (20 sec, 10 sec, 15 sec). The synchronized clips in between are 

chosen from: 

1. nr.10 (only close up) OR shot of hand reaching out  for door (Clip will be cut down to 2 seconds) 

2. choose a Medium close up with male actor {clip: 317, 69, 96, 101, 431, 460}, cut down to 4 

second duration or less, if clip is shorter. 

3. Choose medium close up with female actress  {clip: 108, 288, 435, 502, 517, 524, 511 } cut down 

to 2 seconds, or less, if clip is shorter 

 

 


